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Abstract The globalization of mobile and wireless communications for Next Gen-
eration Networks will require an efficient use of the scarce resource of radio spec-
trum. A cognitive radio approach is considered as a promising and suitable solution
to solve this problem. We will address the cognitive radio approach by two view-
points: heuristics and game theory. In particular the latter one, described in details,
can provisionally represents an efficient solution.
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1.1 Introduction

In the next future, the increasing and continuous demand of services anytime and
anywhere and, therefore, the mandatory globalization of mobile and wireless com-
munications for Next Generation Networks services will require a more and more
efficient use of the, by now, scarce radio spectrum resources. The traditional com-
munication systems which imply an a priori association of the frequency band, the
service assigned to it and the used technology, need to become much more flexible,
efficient and easy-to-use dynamic systems able to cope with the requirements and
constraints of the environment and the users. A Cognitive Radio (CR) approach can
be considered as a promising and suitable solution to solve this problem. The CR
technologies are able to modify this current communication paradigm because they
define a system able to sense the electromagnetic environment (spectrum sensing),
detect the spectral resources actually occupied in a given temporal interval and in a
given location, and use the free bands (holes) for its own communication.
In this work the Cognitive Radio idea, named nowadays also as the last frontier of
the technology, will be presented as one of the most innovative technology which
can help in the next development of new communication systems and it will be ana-
lyzed by two viewpoints: heuristic methods and Game Theory approach. The former
approach deals with the coexistence problem of two systems, one licensed and one
named “cognitive” terminal, which can share the radio spectrum resources if the
cognitive device is able to use efficiently free spectrum holes, without interfering
with the licensed communication service. In the latter one, instead, the Game The-
ory is considered as suitable mathematical instrument able to analyze, model and
manage the contention of radio resources.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.2 the new challenges which the
next generation of wireless systems will have to face, will be introduced. In Section
1.3 the Cognitive Radio concept will be described in more details while in Section
1.4 the Open issue in this field will be presented. In Section 1.5, the adopted cogni-
tive strategy, based on an heuristic method, and the considered application scenario
will be described and some obtained results presented. Section 1.6 will be focused
on the Game Theory approach and on its potential application in telecommunication
field. Some concluding remarks will be, finally, given in Section 1.7.

1.2 Challenges in Next Generation Networks

The increasing need of a global and interactive environment wherein users can ac-
cess, more and more easily, to services and applications and the continuous demand
for bandwidth in wireless communications generates serious warnings of spectrum
saturation both in licensed and unlicensed bands. But the scarceness of spectrum re-
sources is a real issue? Traditional spectrum policy is driven by the general concept
of protection of relevant services from interference. The effect is that large portions
of spectrum is locked on vast geographical areas for a very long time [1].
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Although this approach has led to the development of many successful services (i.e.
tv broadcasting, cellular telephony, wireless access to Internet) it also introduced a
diffused inefficiency in large portions of the radio spectrum. As cited in [1], a recent
report presenting statistics regarding spectrum utilization shows that even during the
high demand period of a political convention such as the one held between August
31 and September 1, 2004 in New York City, only about 13 percent of the spectrum
opportunities were utilized [2]. The real issue in the spectrum debate appears to be
focused more on efficiency rather than exploration of new frequencies. This moti-
vates the increasing interest in capacity exploiting technologies like MIMO, Ultra
Wideband or Cognitive Radio. These technologies could enable for Next Genera-
tion Networks which aim at the convergence of digital contents (video, data, voice)
towards IP-based networks and the diffusion of high-speed broadband access [3].
The Next Generation Networks will enable a number of key features that can be
particularly beneficial to a wide array of potential services. While some of these
services can be offered on existing platforms, others benefit from the advanced con-
trol, management, and signaling capabilities of NGNs. The most relevant services
we are likely to use in the near future are strictly related to the features offered by
NGNs. They are:

Voice Telephony: NGNs will likely need to support various existing voice tele-
phony services (e.g., Call Waiting, Call Forwarding, 3-Way Calling).
Connectivity Services: Allows for the real-time establishment of connectivity
between endpoints, along with various value-added features (e.g., bandwidth-on-
demand, connection reliability/resilient Switched Virtual Connections [SVCs],
and bandwidth management/call admission control).
Multimedia Services: Allows multiple parties to interact using voice, video,
and/or data. This allows customers to converse with each other while displaying
visual information. It also allows for collaborative computing and groupware.
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs): Voice VPNs improve the interlocation net-
working capabilities of businesses by allowing large, geographically dispersed
organizations to combine their existing private networks with portions of the
PSTN, thus providing subscribers with uniform dialing capabilities. Data VPNs
provide added security and networking features that allow customers to use a
shared IP network as a VPN.
Public Network Computing (PNC): Provides public network-based computing
services for businesses and consumers.
Unified Messaging: Supports the delivery of voice mail, email, fax mail, and
pages through common interfaces. Through such interfaces, users will access, as
well as be notified of, various message types (voice mail, email, fax mail, etc.),
independent of the means of access (i.e., wireline or mobile phone, computer, or
wireless data device).
Information Brokering: Involves advertising, finding, and providing informa-
tion to match consumers with providers.
E-Commerce: Allows consumers to purchase goods and services electronically
over the network.
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Call Center Services: A subscriber could place a call to a call center agent by
clicking on a Web page. The call could be routed to an appropriate agent, who
could be located anywhere, even at home (i.e., virtual call centers).
Interactive gaming: Offers consumers a way to meet online and establish inter-
active gaming sessions (e.g., video games).
Distributed Virtual Reality: Refers to technologically generated representa-
tions of real world events, people, places, experiences, etc., in which the par-
ticipants and providers of the virtual experience are physically distributed. These
services require sophisticated coordination of multiple, diverse resources.
Home Manager: With the advent of in-home networking and intelligent appli-
ances, these services could monitor and control home security systems, energy
systems, home entertainment systems, and other home appliances.

All these services will be accessed both from fixed and mobile locations. In the latter
case, innovations in wireless communications are essential. The path to next genera-
tion wireless communications is characterized by a few but challenging milestones.
One of them is the full IP convergence of all services. Several driving protocols
and technologies are ready for the complete abstraction of transport to IP (i.e. VoIP,
IP QoS, broadcasting and conferencing services over IP) but several issues are still
open in their integration. Another key element of future generation systems is the
context awareness giving access to communications services which dependent from
current user location and activity. VICOM project [6] collects many technologies
in this area. The third milestone is the ubiquitous availability of large communica-
tions resources. This last step is obtained through consistent improvements in trans-
mission and reception techniques, the use of Shannon-limit achieving channel cod-
ing, cooperative techniques, spectrum sharing and dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
through the adoption of the Cognitive Radio approach. Finally, a fourth challenging
milestone for NGNs can be identified in the huge number of wireless devices will
be active in next decades. This aspect becomes critical considering that, in the 2020
time-frame, the estimated global population will be around 7 billion people commu-
nicating through more than 7 trillion wireless devices. In this futuristic, but likely,
context it is absolutely necessary to think to a flexible technology able to guarantee
the communication among this huge number of devices. The Cognitive Radio tech-
nology thanks to its flexibility and dynamism is one of the best candidate to solve
this problem, allowing the wireless NGNs to work properly exploiting efficiently
the scarce radio resources will be available in next years.

1.3 Cognitive radio: the last frontier of spectrum exploitation

The term Cognitive Radio (CR) was introduced in [7] with reference to a communi-
cation system able to observe and learn from the surrounding environment as well as
to implement and adapt its own transmission modalities also to user requirements.
The concept of CR is originated from the contrast between an increasing demand of
broadband services and the scarcity of radio resources. Recent studies of the FCC
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Spectrum Policy Task Force demonstrate that a large amount of licensed bands are
under-utilized [8], i.e., a lot of spectral resources are reserved for specific services,
but, actually, they remain unused for most of the time or unused in several locations.
From these studies, the possibility of a CR is envisaged, i.e., a system able to sense
the electro magnetic environment (spectrum sensing), detect the spectral resources
actually occupied in a given temporal interval and in a given location, and use the
free bands (holes) for its own communication. The search for available resources
is not limited to spectrum portions dedicated to unlicensed communications, but is
also extended to licensed bands. In this case, a CR system, called the secondary sys-
tem, must coexist with a primary system, i.e., the license owner, without producing
harmful interference, as shown in figure 1.2. Both earth and satellite systems can be
considered for the role of primary and secondary users.
A CR system assumes that there is an underlying hardware and software system
infrastructure that is able to support the flexibility demanded by the cognitive algo-
rithms [9]. In this case, the abstraction of hardware capabilities for radio software
architecture is a primary design issue because it is advisable to isolate the cognitive
engine from the underlying hardware. In this context, the Software Defined Ra-
dio (SDR) represents the essential enabling technology for its characteristics. SDR
is a methodology for the development of applications in a consistent and modular
fashion such that both software and hardware components can be promptly reused
for different implementations. SDR technology can also provide an advanced man-
agement of the available resources and facilitate the definition of interfaces for the
coexistence of different communication services.
Considering what has been said before, a CR approach turns out to be one of the
most promising technologies which can help to overcome the constraints of the
current wireless systems in terms of efficient use of the spectrum resources and it
can have, therefore, a key role in the development of a global access environment
wherein there are more and more user devices and less and less free spectrum por-
tions.

1.4 Open issues on CR technologies

The Cognitive Radio idea of exploiting the unused frequency bandwidths is really
powerful and efficient by the point of view of flexibility in spectrum management.
The use of licensed frequencies by secondary users in a transparent way to primary
users is a challenging aspect for a wireless communications engineer. With trans-
parent it is meant that the Cognitive Radios terminals do not impair licensed users
communications. It is possible to address three issues in particular that make this
challenge absolutely non-trivial.
In first place there is the matter of sensing and detecting primary licensed users.
This is operation is mandatory for CR terminals since through that they can deter-
mine the presence or not of licensed users. Technically speaking this can be done
estimating the noise temperature over a certain range of frequencies, determining
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eventual variations due to primary users. The issue is arising is not all primary users
can be detected, but however they can be affected by interference due to secondary
users transmission.
Another emerging issue is how the CR terminals access to spectral holes. Indeed,
if a frequency band is found unoccupied after sensing, there will be strong inter-
ference if all secondary users try to access to the free resource in a straight way.
Suited multiple access criteria must be defined in order to have the network work-
ing. Two different approaches can be pointed out to solve this issue: the first is given
by heuristic methods which are more immediate to be applied even if not optimal,
the second approach is given by game theory, which is a mathematical tool able to
manage complex communications contexts. Both methods will be presented later
on.
Assuming to have a channel access policy able to resolve the former issue, the third
matter of interest has been found is about the amount of information required to
realize a coordination between Cognitive Radios. Here a trade off has to be found
between a complete information describing opportunely the environment of each
CR terminal and a partial information which gives to CR terminal a less accurate
description of the operating environment but it is produces less overhead as well.

1.5 Heuristic Methods for Cognitive Radio

This section shows the potential benefits of the adoption of a cognitive radio strat-
egy, based on an heuristic method, to the coexistence problem of different services
and systems on the same radio bands. The basic model of a Cognitive Radio (CR)
system will be introduced and described as well as the assumptions introduced for
the overall considered system. In this context, a CR system is defined by a sec-
ondary system which have to coexist with a primary system, which is the license
owner, without producing harmful interference. In this study the problem is for-
malized as a constrained maximum search, where the objective function is the rate
of the secondary system subject to the preservation of the primary system quality
requirements.

1.5.1 Cognitive Radio Model

In the following, the model of the overall system, composed of a primary and of a
secondary component, and the coexistence problem, i.e., the exploitation of radio
resources unused by the primary system, are investigated.
All the considered systems are OFDM based. Several reasons induce to consider
OFDM as the principal candidate for implementing the physical layer of a CR sys-
tem, ranging from its ability to combat multipath fading to a relatively simple way
to manage spectrum occupancy.
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Let PRx(k) and PT x(k) be the received and the transmitted power on the kth carrier
of the system, k = 0,1, . . . ,K−1, with K total number of carriers, C(k) the instanta-
neous channel matrix relative to the kth channel and Nx the noise power. The index
x stands for either 1 (denoting the primary system) or 2 (the secondary system). The
solution space is represented by the PT 2(k) power vector, obtained by the Cognitive
Radio strategy. Fig.1.1 depicts schematically the CR system.
The adopted cognitive strategy is derived for a secondary system able to collect all
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Fig. 1.1: Cognitive scenario

the relevant propagation information of both systems. The power vector transmitted
by the primary system, the channel impulse response and the statistical measures
of the thermal noise are supposed known by the secondary system. The considered
system is regulated by (1.1) and (1.2), where k is the subcarrier index.

PR1(k) = C1,1(k)PT 1(k)+C2,1(k)PT 2(k)+N1(k) (1.1)

PR2(k) = C2,2(k)PT 2(k)+C1,2(k)PT 1(k)+N2(k) (1.2)

The problem can be formulated as a constrained multi-variable maximum search,
where the objective function, namely R, is the secondary system bit-rate and the con-
straints are given by the minimum quality, in terms of maximum tolerable BER, that
must be assured for the primary and the secondary system. The objective function
and the constraints are given by:
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max
b2(k)

R =
K−1

∑
k=0

b2(k) (1.3)

PT 2(k)C2,2(k)
N2(k)+PT 1(k)C1,2(k)

≥ SINRR2,min(b2(k)) (1.4)

PT 1(k)C1,1(k)
N1(k)+PT 2(k)C2,1(k)

≥ SINRR1,min (1.5)

K−1

∑
k=0

PT 2(k)≤ PT 2,tot (1.6)

In the (1.3), b2(k) indicates the value of the secondary bit-rate for the kth carrier.
This is equal to 0 if the considered carrier is not used by the secondary. Other-
wise, it assumes a value depending on the used modulation. Constraints (1.4) and
(1.5), instead, are derived according to the signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio
(SINR) at the secondary and primary receiver, respectively. Let SINRR1,min and
SINRR2,min(b2(k)) be the minimum SINR values that allows a reliable communi-
cation, i.e., values that allow a given BER to be achieved, on a given carrier of the
primary and secondary system, respectively. We assume that an adaptive modulation
is used for the secondary system, so that the quantity SINRR2,min(b2(k)) is a function
of the number of bits delivered by the kth carrier, i.e., the modulation scheme used
on the carrier (to be chosen from a given set). The primary receiver target quality
is expressed by a given value of SINRR1,min, which results independent of b2(k) (a
QPSK modulation is assumed to be used by the primary system). During the iterative
allocation process the simpler modulation is considered first (e.g., QPSK) to com-
pute SINRR2,min, and then, whenever possible, a modulation upgrade is performed
recursively (see the power allocation algorithm described below). According to the
constraints (1.5) and (1.4), the power on the kth carrier of the secondary system is
upper and lower bounded by the following expressions:

PT 2(k)≤
PT 1(k)C1,1(k)−N1(k)SINRR1,min

SINRR1,minC2,1(k)
(1.7)

PT 2(k)≥
SINRR2,min(PT 1(k)C1,2(k)+N2(k))

C2,2(k)
(1.8)

The constraint in (1.6) is the total amount of power transmitted by the secondary
device. This is ruled by (1.6) and derived by regulatory limitations on the secondary
transmission power.
The described constraints can sometime be contradictory: in this case the applied
rule is to protect the primary service.
As concerns the quality constraint of the primary system, it is worth noting that
for each subcarrier k two possible cases may occur at the primary receiver. Let
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SINRR1,2o f f be the signal-to-noise ratio experienced at the primary receiver before
the secondary begins its transmission. The two possible cases are:

1. SINRR1,2o f f (k) < SINRR1,min;

2. SINRR1,2o f f (k)≥ SINRR1,min.

In the former case, the primary system does not reach the desired quality level on the
kth carrier, so the primary does not use the carrier whereas the secondary system can
fully exploit it. In the latter case, the primary system reaches the desired minimum
SINR and eventually provides an useful margin to be exploited by the secondary.
The underlying idea of the proposed resource allocation strategy is the creation of a
power allocation vector for the secondary allocation, iteratively updated until a stop
condition is reached (i.e., when the total amount of secondary power is reached or a
constraint is violated).
The allocation procedure is an iterative process where the instantaneous secondary
resources at iteration n are represented by two vectors, an integer vector b(n) and a
real valued vector P(n)

T 2 , representing respectively the modulation and the allocated
power for each subcarrier. The possible values of b(k)(n) are {0,2,4,6} which iden-
tify an unallocated carrier, a QPSK, a 16-QAM and a 64-QAM symbol on the kth
carrier, in that order. An auxiliary vector d(n) represents the amount of power, at iter-
ation n, necessary to increase the rate of the secondary system on each carrier. The
rate increments are those that, if applied, change the corresponding value of b(k)
from 0 to 2 (activation of the carrier with a QPSK symbol), from 2 to 4 (modulation
upgrade from QPSK to 16-QAM), from 4 to 6 (modulation upgrade from 16-QAM
to 64-QAM). The algorithm is as follows:

Step 0: n = 0, b(0) and P(0)
T 2 are initialized to all-zero vectors of length N (no

carrier allocated to the secondary);

Step 1: d(n) is computed taking into account the constraints in (1.8) and (1.7), as
well as the current allocation b(n) and P(n)

T 2 . The carriers where the lower power
constraint is greater then the upper one are marked as ‘unusable’.

Step 2: find the carrier for which a rate increment is possible with the lowest
amount of secondary power, i.e. k̂ = argmin

k
d(k)(n) (excluding the unusable car-

riers and those already allocated with the highest modulation order);

Step 3: if a valid k̂ has been found, allocate the carrier by defining the modulation:

b(n+1)(k) =

{
b(n)(k)+2 if k = k̂,
b(n)(k) otherwise.

and the corresponding power:
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P(n+1)
T 2 (k) =

{
P(n)

T 2 (k)+d(k)(n) if k = k̂,

P(n)
T 2 (k) otherwise.

Step 4: increase the iteration index n

Step 5: compute the total amount of power allocated to the secondary; if ∑k P(n)
T 2 (k)≤

PT 2,tot than go back to Step 1, otherwise use the allocation vectors b(n) and P(n)
T 2 .

It is worth noting that at each iteration there are two possible choices: allocate a new
carrier to the secondary with a QPSK modulation or perform a modulation upgrade
(e.g., QPSK to 16-QAM or 16-QAM to 64-QAM) on a carrier already allocated to
the secondary service. The choices are equivalent in term of rate increment and it is
selected the one with the minimum required power.

1.5.2 Application Scenarios

Cognitive Radio strategies are strictly related to their operating environment. In this
section, two scenarios are taken into consideration: a fully terrestrial and a mixed
satellite/terrestrial scenario. Fig. 1.2 depicts schematically the mixed terrestrial-
satellite scenario. The considered scenarios have the objectives to investigate on
the coexistence problem, following the model illustrated previously. A terrestrial in-
frastructure or a satellite system considered as primary systems, have to coexist with
a mesh-based terrestrial telecommunication service. All the considered systems are
OFDM based, but they exhibit different propagation conditions.

1.5.2.1 Fully Terrestrial Context

The first scenario is composed by a licensed primary system and a “cognitive” sec-
ondary system. Both are terrestrial systems and are characterized by a single trans-
mitter and a single receiver. The two systems are not independent since they share
the same radio resource. The signal from each transmitter represents a interfering
component to the other system receiver. The secondary system operates with OFDM
with the same carrier spacing as the primary one. It has, however, a more flexible
power allocation scheme. Being cognitive, the operating parameters like frequency,
modulation and power are modified by its software radio implementation. The pos-
sible modulations for the considered secondary system are QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-
QAM. With a constant bit error probability, the minimum required signal-to-noise
ratio depends on the modulation order. The actual transmission mode is automati-
cally selected by the secondary device based on the available sensed information.
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Fig. 1.2: Cognitive scenario for mixed terrestrial-satellite emergency communications.

1.5.2.2 Channel Model

The received signal is corrupted by different phenomena: a path loss term due to
the transmitted distance calculated at the middle-band frequency, and a multi-path
fading due to the propagation environment and terminal motion. The path loss is
modeled by:

L = 10 log10

(
4πd
λ0

)α

dB (1.9)

where the exponent α models the attenuation dependence from the distance, λ0 is
the central frequency wave length and d is the transmitter distance from the re-
ceiver. In the time-domain the channel exposes a finite impulse response of L sam-
ples, resulting in a frequency selective channel response. A tapped-delay model with
Rayleigh distributed coefficients has been adopted. The power delay profile is expo-
nential as follows:

σ
2
n = e−βn (1.10)

where σ2
n is the variance of the n-th coefficient and β is computed for a normalized

mean power response.
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1.5.2.3 Mixed Terrestrial/Satellite Context

Differently from the case previously described, the second scenario is mixed, i.e. it
is characterized by a licensed primary satellite system and a “cognitive” secondary
terrestrial system. The primary system is a mobile satellite system based on DVB-
SH standard [17], while the secondary one is a terrestrial wireless meshed network
that could be used in emergency situations. The two considered systems work in L
band (0.39-1.55 GHz) and exploit a context of coexistence in which the secondary
one is allowed to take resources from another system without interfering in its nor-
mal operations.

1.5.2.4 Channel Model

The propagation channel for the considered mobile satellite channel at L-band is
the Lutz (et others) model [18]. It is based on a two-state (GOOD-BAD) Markov-
chain for the fading process. According to this class of models, the amplitude of the
fading envelope is divided into fast and slow fading. Slow fading events, normally
due to large obstacles, are modelled as a finite state machine. Fast fading events, due
to the irregularity of the obstacles (e.g. vegetative shadowing) and to the multipath
propagation phenomenon can be additionally represented as superimposed random
variations that follow a given probability density function (PDF) for each state. This
channel, differently from the previous one, has a flat frequency response. Also in
this case, the path loss term due to the transmitted distance calculated at the middle-
band frequency, has to be considered in the channel model.

1.5.3 Performance

In the following, the proposed CR strategy is validated through computer simu-
lations for both considered scenarios. The terrestrial propagation exponent (α) is
considered equal to 3.0, valid for a medium density urban scenario while for the
satellite scenario the value of α is assumed equal to 2.0. It is assumed that the num-
ber of carriers is K = 128 for the fully terrestrial scenario and K = 853 for the mixed
terrestrial/satellite one.

1.5.3.1 Fully Terrestrial Context

The performance for the fully terrestrial scenario have been evaluated considering
the achieved rate of the secondary system as the main performance index. Simula-
tions have been conducted for six target BER values of the secondary system, from
10−3 to 10−8 and for three Eb/N0 values for the primary receiver equal to 10 dB,
15 dB and 20 dB.
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The primary achieved rate depends only on the primary received Eb/N0, since the
cognitive radio strategy always preserve the primary rate.
The considered context has terminal displacements as shown in Fig. 1.3. Units are
normalized to the primary distances.
The performance of the secondary system heavily depend on its target BER and
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Fig. 1.3: Fully terrestrial terminals displacements: polar rappresentation of the different distances
considered

on the primary working point. In figure 1.4 and in figure 1.5, for both considered
displacements and each Eb/N0 value of the primary, it is reported the BER values
in log-scale function of the achieved secondary rate. In the first case (Case A), i.e.
where the secondary terminals are further from the primary system, it is worth not-
ing that, for a fixed BER, the achieved rate increases as the primary SNR increases.
This is a well known limitation of Cognitive Radio systems, where low SNRs at
the primary heavily impair the secondary achievable performances. In the second
case (Case B), where the two systems are closer, it can be noted that the outcomes
are different in comparison with the Case A. In fact, for a fixed BER, the achieved
rate increases as the primary SNR decreases. This is due to the closeness between
the two systems. In this case, the interference of the secondary is higher than in the
Case A. The secondary can use only the carriers that the primary discards because
of the fading and these increase as the primary SNR decreases.
Another interesting element is represented by the modification of the experimented
SINRs at the primary and secondary receivers before and after secondary transmis-
sion. Figure 1.6 reports for the Case A and for each subcarrier, the primary (left)
and secondary (right) SINR (named SIR in the Figure) before and after secondary
activation, for a fixed secondary BER.
The considered primary Eb/N0 values are 10, 15 and 20 dB, whereas the secondary
BER is fixed to 10−3. The dashed line represents the SINR before the secondary
activation. The channel frequency selectivity provides a variable response for both
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Fig. 1.5: BER vs. Rate for the secondary system: Case B

systems. The cognitive process places power where the secondary channel is in a
good state, and after its activation, the corresponding primary SINR lowers (i.e. the
interference from the secondary increases). As can be seen, the larger Eb/N0, the
larger the number of carriers where the secondary is allowed to allocate power; this
explains the operating point dependence of Figure 1.4.

1.5.3.2 Mixed Terrestrial/Satellite Context

Also for the mixed terrestrial/satellite scenario, as the main performance index, the
achieved rate of the secondary terrestrial system has been considered. In this case,
the six target BER values of the secondary system are different with respect to the
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Fig. 1.6: SINR vs frequency for the primary (left) and secondary (right) systems: Case A

fully terrestrial scenario and they are: 10−2,5 ·10−3,10−3,5 ·10−4,10−4,5 ·10−5; the
three Eb/N0 values for the primary receiver are, instead, the same of the previous
scenario: 10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB. For this context, two different environments,
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Fig. 1.7: Terminals displacements: polar rappresentation of the different distances considered

CITY and HIGHWAY, have been considered. The terminal displacements are shown
in Figure 1.7. As it can be seen, the secondary terminals, T x2 and Rx2, are fixed
and their distance is set to 50.0 meters while the receiver of the primary system,
Rx1, approaches the secondary cluster at different distances. The performance has
been evaluated for three distance values among the three terminals: 100−100−50
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meters, 70−70−50 meters and 25−25−50 meters. In Figure 1.8, for each distance
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Fig. 1.8: Secondary Rate vs. Distances (CITY environment)

and for each Eb/N0 value of the primary, it is reported the secondary rate value in
the CITY environment with the target BER equal to 10−2. It is important to note that
as the distances decreases, the secondary rate decreases as well. As already said, this
is due to the increase of the interference between the two systems and to the lower
power that the secondary can utilize when it is approaching to the primary in order
to protect the licensed service.
Another interesting element is to consider the rate performance for the two analysed
environments. In Figure 1.9, it can be seen that the achieved secondary rate is lower
in the CITY case. This is due to the presence of a strong shadowing resulting in a
impaired reception of the primary signal. The cognitive strategy has to guarantee
the primary rate so the secondary has to minimize its transmission.

1.6 How Game Theory can help cognitive radio

Very often mathematics provide powerful instruments to deal with complex prob-
lems appearing unsolvable at first glance. In a Cognitive Radio operative environ-
ment such kind of situation can be found: a certain number of unoccupied frequency
bandwidths, i.e. spectrum holes, potentially available for cognitive terminals. As-
suming the existence of infrastructured communication system with centralized re-
source allocation for cognitive users, it would solve every arising problem in terms
of occupation of spectrum holes. Actually the former solution it is not so convenient
since an high number of CR terminals would imply a huge amount of data exchange
with the system base station, with a consistent decrease of data throughput. Further-
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more each cognitive terminal senses an operative environment different from the
other terminals one, e.g. a cognitive radio could detect several spectrum holes while
a CR terminal nearby could detect just one available hole because it is surrounded
by a lot of licensed users.
Then it is clear the need of approach the problem in a different way. Instead of an
infrastructured system managing the radio resources as well, it could be imagined to
make distributed the occupation of the spectrum holes. So there is the need of a tool
able to analyze and model the contention of radio resources. Mathematics can help
us with the former issue providing a really suitable instrument: the Game Theory.
The Game Theory is a mathematical tool thought by John von Neumann in the 20’s
of the last century. It arose to the rank of discipline after the von Neumann and Mor-
genstern’s book [10]. At the beginning it was created mainly to analyze economic
situations in order to study what would have been the result of an interaction be-
tween many users, e.g. the bid for a good, or the battle of prices between two or
more industries. Morgenstern and von Neumann dealt with only cooperative games.
Afterwards Game Theory developed through the concept of Nash Equilibrium as so-
lution for non-cooperative games defined by the mathematician J.F.Nash. The Nash
Equilibrium idea made the whole theory interesting for various applications: mainly
economics which is the Game Theory natural context, but also social sciences, pol-
itics, evolutionary biology, and in the last decade also wireless communications.
The idea of a distributed management of spectrum holes makes the Game Theory
particularly appropriate for this aim. The properness of the Game Theory is because,
differently from the decision theory, it deals with several agents interactions instead
of considering only one agent. In particular, the main difference with the decision
theory is the dependence of the outcome for the interaction under study. In fact,
while in the decision theory it is studied a situation where the unique agent directly
affects with its choices the outcome, the Game Theory scope is to analyze situations
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with multiple agents where the outcome achieved by one agent (since now referred
as player) strictly depends on both its own choices and the other players actions. The
Game Theory finds in Cognitive Radio a natural application as modeling tool to an-
alyze how the resources and the channel access are shared between the terminals.
Considering the Mitola’s original Cognitive Radio tasks, the Game Theory role is
to translate the observations, orientations and preferences of the cognitive terminals
into decisions. These decisions can be taken by Cognitive Radios opportunistically
or in a cooperative way. This consideration marks the difference between applica-
tion of non-cooperative or cooperative Game Theory approach in a Cognitive Radio
based network.

1.6.1 Basics elements and different types of game

The application of Game Theory implies the formulation of a mathematical frame-
work since now referred as game. The main elements of a game, independently by
its cooperative or non-cooperative nature, are:

• the number of active players looking for radio resources;
• a set of strategies players to choose from;
• a set of payoff functions mapping the vector of strategies chosen by all the players

into a preference parameter or number.

In the Cognitive Radio context the players are the cognitive terminals operating
within a certain area and in a given frequency bandwidth as secondary users. The
set of strategies available to each player is settled by all actions a player can use.
In a telecommunications context possible actions are the choices of transmission
parameters e.g. modulation, coding rate, transmission power, time slot to occupy,
amount of bandwidth to be used. Of course the action to be undertaken can imply
the choice of just one or even more parameters. How many quantities are involved
in the decision process it is up to the Cognitive Radio network designer; it has to be
remembered however that more parameters are considered in the game framework,
more complex it is to find a solution. In fact keeping into account more options to
choose from, has as consequence a huge increase in the total number of strategies
combinations and then in the solution computation times, as well. So a proper Game
Theory based decision framework for Cognitive Radio has to be a tradeoff between
potential high performances achieved with an accurate model and the implementa-
tion feasibility of the same model. As far as it concerns the payoff functions, they
translate the vector of the adopted strategies by all players, i.e. a vector of real num-
bers, into a real value representing the level of satisfaction for the outcome achieved.
The key element of the Game Theory emerges right here: a change of strategy by
one player affect the real value given by payoff functions of the other players. This
aspect makes the payoff functions the decisions engine of the whole framework;
indeed for a player, through them, it is possible to analyze the structure of the game
evaluating the most convenient strategies given the opponent strategies.
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It is possible to point out several typologies of games, each one with well defined
features, [11] and [12]. In the following some of them are described:

• non-cooperative games
• potential games
• repeated games
• cooperative games
• hierarchical games
• stochastic games

Non-cooperative games: they are most used in applications. They are suitable
to model interactions having the following features: firstly, each player behaves
in a selfish way, assuring the context under study is non-cooperative. Secondly,
no agreements or coalitions are possible; in third place each player acts indepen-
dently, i.e. it is not conditioned or piloted by other players in its decision; the
interaction between players happens only once. The solution for non-cooperative
games is better known as Nash Equilibrium point [13]. Nash Equilibrium can be
described as the point, in terms of vector of strategies, at which no user achieves
gain deviating from it. Formally Nash Equilibrium, in terms of payoff value for
the i-th player, is defined in the following way:

ui(s∗i ,s
∗
−i)≥ ui(si,s∗−i) (1.11)

where ui : RN→R is the payoff function for the i-th user, si is the strategy adopted
by i-th user, and s∗−i is the vector of best strategies available for the opponents.
Nash Equilibrium requires existence conditions in terms of payoff functions and
strategies set shape.

Potential games: they are a different approach to games in strategic form, [15],
which is one possible representation for Game Theory frameworks. Potential
games are so called because it is possible to define a potential function, valid
for all players, mapping a given strategies profile into a unique real number. Fur-
thermore it has been demonstrated the strategies profile maximizing the value
given by potential function corresponds exactly with Nash Equilibrium. Then it
is opportune to threat a game as a potential game when the formulation allows it,
since the advantages can derive from the potential function: it is more practical
to deal with a unique function to maximize instead of researching for an equilib-
rium point satisfying (1.11) into the strategy space.

Repeated games: they are suitable to model situations where the players interact
more than once, [11]. Repeated games can treat both finite and infinite number
of iterations, with differences in terms of the equilibrium point that is reached.
A repeated game is created from a game in strategic form, keeping constant the
number of players and the available strategies. As far as it concerns the utility
functions since the game is structured in stages there are two possibilities: keep-
ing into account in payoff functions the result achieved in the former stages, or
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forgetting completely what happened before; the latter one is the subclass of my-
opic repeated games, where players concentrate only on the present situation not
considering neither the future nor the past outcomes.

Cooperative games: they are proper to model interactions where the scopes of
participants are not the same but they are neither opposed, [14]. Differently from
non-cooperative ones, in cooperative games players are able to reach a constrain-
ing agreement and respect it. Players can coordinate on the agreement exchang-
ing reciprocal informations. This class of games do not have the Nash Equilib-
rium as solution, but a point with different characteristics known as Nash Bar-
gaining Point. Differently from the Nash Equilibrium, this new solution point is
Pareto-optimal and, with specific payoff functions, it guarantees fairness for the
players.

Hierarchical games: they have been thought to analyze situations where there
are two classes of player organized hierarchically: manager users and common
users, [12]. A common user is typically located in a group of players adminis-
trated by a manager. Common users within a group interact between them but not
with manager players. Managers can determine the game parameters and rules
in their own group and interact with the other managers; moreover common user
payoffs are involved in the payoff function of their manager. Then the equilib-
rium concerns both master and common users, and actually it is not trivial to find
a solution for this class of games.

Stochastic games: they represent a more complex Game Theory framework
which further encompasses the concept of probability, [16]. That is possible ex-
tending the basic elements of a game with two additions: a set of states, which it
is the result of the product of states available for each player, and a set of tran-
sition function which expresses the probability to pass from one of the available
states to another when a certain profile of strategies is played by the players of
the game. Stochastic games are actually a generalization of a Markov decision
process that can be seen as a stochastic game with only one player.

1.6.2 Example of application to telecommunications

It is interesting to point out a possible application of the Game Theory in a Cogni-
tive Radio context. In the following a simple and intuitive example is provided. An
FDMA based Cognitive Radio network where two Cognitive terminals are compet-
ing for three FDMA slots is considered in Fig. 1.10 and 1.11. The figures represent
two possible situations in terms of strategic choices performed by Cognitive Radio
terminals: in the first one, Fig.1.10, terminal B occupies two FDMA slot while ter-
minal A is occupying just one slot; in the second figure, Fig. 1.11, both terminals
simultaneously access to two FDMA slots, impairing the transmission on the com-
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mon slot. It is worth noting that it has been assumed the terminal A starts the slot
occupation from slot number 1 and afterwards it can further occupy the slot number
2; differently the terminal B starts the slot occupation from slot number 3 and after-
wards it can further occupy slot number 2. This assumption avoids to complicate the
model and it allows to study a reduced number of cases for the game outcome. It is

CR Terminal A
CR Terminal B

Secondary System Base Station

1    2    3 1    2    3

Fig. 1.10: Game Theory application example: Case A

CR Terminal A
CR Terminal B

Secondary System Base Station

1    2    3 1    2    3

Fig. 1.11: Game Theory application example: Case B

considered that the Cognitive terminals are the players of the game and the number
of FDMA slots eligible for occupation are the object of the strategies available to
players. It is assumed that there are three adjacent FDMA slots available. The game
is simplified assuming the players have only two strategies: to occupy one slot or to
occupy two slots. Furthermore it is assumed that the game is played only once and
no communication is present. As for the payoff functions, the following three rules
to assign revenues to the two players are imposed:

1. a player has a positive gain equal to 3 for each FDMA slot occupied;
2. a player has a penalization equal to 2 for each slot which is also occupied by the

other terminal, i.e. the gain is negative;
3. every player has a positive gain equal to 2 for each slot left free.

The fixed payoff values represent actually the logic of the game. In fact, the gain
of 3 for each slot achieved gives convenience to players to occupy as much slots
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as possible, and this aspect points out the created game is actually non-cooperative.
By the way in order to compensate the impairing tendency to occupy all slots it
has been introduced a penalization value of 2, in case of interference, in order to
dissuade this kind of behavior. Furthermore in this model particular importance is
given to those outcomes of the game leaving one slot free for contingent other users,
and actually this leaves a possible cooperative approach to a game originally thought
as non-cooperative. This will be more evident when the possible solutions will be
described. In Tab. 1.1, it is shown the tabular representation associated to the FDMA
game, given the considered rules. In Tab. 1.1 the rows are the strategies for Cognitive

Table 1.1: Matrix representation of the game for FDMA slots

Terminal B Terminal B
occupies 1 slot occupies 2 slots

Terminal A
occupies 1 slot (5, 5) (3, 6)

Terminal A
occupies 2 slots (6, 3) (4, 4)

Radio terminal A, while the columns are available strategies for CR terminal B. The
couples of values within brackets are payoffs values achieved by players: the left-
sided one is relative to terminal A, the right-sided one to terminal B. This game is
known in literature as prisoner’s dilemma and it is has been exhaustively analyzed.
According the Nash Equilibrium definition, given by equation (1.11), and payoffs
of Tab. 1.1, the equilibrium point of the game is achieved when both users occupy
two FDMA slots. This equilibrium point is evidently the sub-optimal one, since
the optimal equilibrium point in this case it is achieved when both users choose
to occupy only one slot, e.g. payoff achieved by both users equal to 5. Allowing
communication and coordination between players, and considering as solution of
the game, instead of Nash Equilibrium definition (1.11), the Pareto-optimal point,
i.e. the Nash Bargaining point, this can be solved with a cooperative approach. By a
practical point of view, this last approach can be addressed as cooperative because
it avoids interference between the two players and, more fundamental, it leaves free
one FDMA slot perhaps for another incoming terminal.

1.7 Conclusions and trends

The ever increasing demand for new and improved services is deeply changing the
telecommunication industry. Radio access is no longer considered as the bottleneck
of the information delivery chain, but a new opportunity for mobile broadband ser-
vices. In this framework, the efficient use of spectrum resources plays a fundamental
role in the deployment of future generation networks and in the fulfillment of the
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globalization process. A new gold rush is begun. But flexibility in spectrum usage
is not only an “engineering” issue: it also represents a great social and economi-
cal opportunity for emerging countries. Universal radio devices have the potentials
of the Global Market, with a compact (but smart) production load. This aspect can
be successfully exploited by emerging economies willing to gain a position in the
world communication industry.
The dynamic and flexible usage of the radio spectrum is the key enabling technol-
ogy for the universal abstraction of the network access. The connection between
communication services and their transport mechanism is finally broken, allowing
users to use their services without concerns about geographical position, motion,
situation and device capability. The “perfect” communication service is only a few
years apart.
Cognitive radio is the most effective solution to the widespread waste of radio re-
sources due to the poor utilization of large licensed bands. Digital Television, Video
compression and Dynamic Resource Management tends to compact licensed spec-
trum creating the basis for this new paradigm of radio access. Cognitive radio has
two main approaches: heuristic and gaming. The heuristic method allows devices
in a clear and defined context to use efficiently free spectrum holes, without in-
terfering with the licensed communication service. Examples in both satellite and
terrestrial scenarios have been provided. Game theory gives another perspective to
CR systems. In games, players subject to a set of rules can take decisions even if
they are in complex situations. When applied to CR, game theory can solve complex
coexistence scenarios with distributed decisions, actually inserting some intelligent
functions into devices. A game theoretical approach to CR is described, showing
basic principles and specific proposals from the scientific community.
Concluding, a new telecommunication era is approaching, being characterized by
a large platform new services and a powerful convergence of access technologies
into a unified universal network. A flexible use of spectrum represents the required
milestone in this evolution and the CR can be the key concept to carry it out.
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